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“If it falls each day into each night, 
there is a water well where the light is 
trapped. You have to sit on the edge of 
the shadow pit and patiently fish the 
fallen light” Neruda
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challenging situations; they rehearse difficult 
situations.

� Dreams help us become aware of
the events that occurred
during the day
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A dream is less a 
comment on life 

and more an 
indication of the 

direction in which it 
is growing.

Hillman



� Neurophysiology of dreams: they reflect 
the adaptive learning process, integrated 
with our existing knowledge.

� Post-learning sleep benefits memory 
performance: storing, interacting, 
forgetting

� The highlights of our pre-dream 
experience are preferably 
incorporated into dreams.

Wamsley, Dreaming and Offline Memory Consolidation, Curr Neurol Neurosci Rep. 2014 
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The effect of the dream on memory is 
not only to cement the experience in its 
original form, but also to transform the 
memory traces (collected over time) 
that allow us to integrate information, 
extract generalizations and come up 
with creative ideas.

Lewis e Durrant, Overlapping memory replay during sleep builds cognitive schemata. T. Cogn Sci. 2011
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Some words about
INTERPRETATION:

Dreams



Nature always gives us a 
creative answer. The task 
of analysis is to educate 
the client to listen to and 
follow their inner voice.



Symbols are not just forms of 
representation that serve our cognition, 
but highly intense, relevant, and moving 
powers.

Symbols



“Art is the creation of
symbolic forms of
human feeling. Art 
emphasizes unión, 
while words, 
emphazises separation. 
The content of a work
of art is the non-
discursive concept of
feeling"

Otto Baensch



Sensations, Emotions, Memories, Impulses

Dreams



Associations, Amplifications

v Personal Unconscious: It differentiates us -
Individual Biography (Associations)

v Collective Unconcious: It makes us similar -
“Biography” of humanity (Amplifications)
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Art, like science, is a mental activity whereby we 
bring certain contents of the world into the realm of 
objectively valid cognition; It is the particular office 
of art to do this with the world’s emotional content. 

Therefore, the function of art is not to give the 
percipient any kind of pleasure, however noble, but 

to acquaint him with something which he has not 
known before.     

Otto Baensch
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“The cave you
fear to enter holds
the treasure you

seek” 
J. Campbell
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Thank You!
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